Assignment #3 for honors section

Due: **Feb. 2** at the *beginning* of class.

Provide an argument that the words of a language cannot be stored simply as a finite list. Illustrate your argument with actual examples where appropriate. **The language cannot be English.**

Requirements:

1. This can be no longer than **two pages**.
2. This must be typed.
3. This must be double-spaced.
4. The font size and margins must be reasonable!
5. Put your name and section number on your assignment.
6. Be sure to explain where your language data comes from.
7. **Give a bibliography if appropriate.**

Things to keep in mind:

1. What kinds of arguments are relevant?
2. Be clear, not deep!
3. The reader does NOT speak the language you are discussing.
4. This means that you should provide glosses for everything and be especially clear.